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How do you solve a
problem like PAMELA?
•

Dark matter

•

Pulsars

What else could it be?

The Heliospheric Magnetic
Field - a Brief Summary
• The sun is a spinning dipole
• It rotates fully once every 27 days and 6
hours

• Its polarity flips every 11 years (or so).
• Around the time it flips the magnetic field
is turbulent (Solar Maximum)

• Between Solar Maxima the magnetic field is
stable over large distances

The Parker Spiral
The magnetic field is
carried by the
supersonic solar wind
The rotational
retardation pulls the
field into a spiral

E. N. Parker, 1958

Parker Magnetic Field
Equations
�
�
r02
Ω⊙ (r − b) sin θ
B = B0 2 êr −
êφ
r
V
Ω⊙ is the rotation speed of the sun
V is the solar wind speed (about 400km/s)
b is the radius at which the field is purely radial
B0 is the field strength at r0

Important features
• The azimuthal component falls off as 1/r
• After a short distance the field is almost
purely azimuthal (after a few AU)

• The lines are oppositely directed above and
below the current sheet

• The magnetic field at earth is around 3.3nT

It’s never quite so
simple...
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LEVY: ANISOTROPY IN COSMIC RAY DIURNAL VARIATIONS

relatively abrupt discontinuityin comparisonwith the size of
the particle orbits, then there would be an additional gradient
drift (o:B x •'B •-) which is in the direction of -•'
x B.

... or E H Levy, 1976

However, as we have noted, measurements across sector

boundaries[Wilcox, 1968] suggestthat the magneticfield
Fig. 2. Energetic,positivelychargedparticles,whoseguidingcenchangessignvery discontinuously.
ters
fall within a gyrationradiusof the magneticreversinglayer,unOrigin of the solar cyclewave. Let us look more carefully
dergorapid migrationin the directionof •' x B.
at the effectsof particle migration near the magneticreversingl,

layer, taking accountof the Archimedeanspiralshapeof the
interplanetarymagneticfield. First, considerthe region close
to the sun. There the magneticfield is nearly radial, and in the

guidingcentersof driftingparticlestowardor awayfrom the

planeofsymmetry
andw•uldthereby
cause
a radialvariation

in theaverage
drift velocity.However,diffusive
scattering
and
departuresof the real interplanetaryfield from the idealized
usedfor thisdiscussion
wouldrapidlywipeoutany
muthalmigrationcontributes
littleeitherto thenetmovement geometry
suchsystematic
tendency.By very similarargumentsone can
of particlesor to the local anisotropyof cosmicrays. (The
azimuthalmotioncontributesto the averageanisotropyonly showthat the averagedrift velocityof relativisticparticlesis
reversinglayer,•' x B is in the azimuthaldirection.Thusthe
particlesmigrate nearly in circlesaround the sun. This azi-

in the presenceof a. particle gradient perpendicularto the

solarequatorial
plane. In thepresent
theorythisarisesasa
second-ordereffect..)Farther from the sun, however,say, at
several astronomicalunits, the situation.is quite different.
There the magneticfield is more nearly azimuthal;•' x B is
directedradially, and energeticcosmicrays in the vicinity of
the reversinglayer migrate into or out of the solar system.
Before continuing with this discussionof the origin of the
solar magneticcycle anisotropy a short digressioninto the
effectsof particle drifts is in order. By themselves,drifts of a
uniform particle density in an arbitrary static magneticfield
produce neither a net bulk motion of particles, a local anisotropy, nor a local accumulation or depletion of particles,
regardlessof the details of the field. This can be seen from

independentof energy.
A final point to be covered in the evaluation of the drift-

inducedsourcetermin thecosmicray diffusionequationconcernsthe divergenceof the drift velocity.Rememberthat the
drift velocityis a functiononlyof the magneticfieldand does
not dependat all on the particledensity.Sincein a uniform
densityof particles,driftscannotproducelocalaccumulations

or depletions,
it followsthat the divergence
of the drifting
particlefluxmustvanish.Thus•' ß (VD)= 0 also.
All together,the drift of cosmicrays throughthe radial
gradientproduces
an effectivesource,whichis givenby
S = --(VD)'er dU(r)/dr

(1)

andwhichisconfined
for themostpartto theregionincluding
the solar equatorialplane and exten'dinga distanceof one

So now that we have a lense what can we do with it?

• Cosmic rays can’t get directly to us at low
energies

2.2 × 10−2 p⊥ (GeV /c)
rg (AU ) =
|q|B(nT )

• They need to be around a few TeV to make
it directly through the magnetic field

• At lower energies they take the long way
round.

The Transport Equation
Drifts

Convection

∂U
∂t

= −∇ · (CVU ) − ∇ · (�vd �U )
+ ∇ · (κ(S) · ∇U ) −

Diffusion

1 ∂
(pV · ∇U )
3 ∂p

Adiabatic Energy Loss

Cosmic Ray Transport
•
•
•

Parallel diffusion is much more efficient than
perpendicular diffusion

•

Particles mostly follow the field lines

Convection pushes particles out

•

Creates a radial gradient in density

Drifts allow for more efficient motion
perpendicular to magnetic field lines

But between a few GeV and a few TeV particles go from
following field lines to travelling across them.

What now?
• Fraction of volume in which perpendicular
travel can occur is given by:

2.2 × 10−2 p⊥ (GeV /c)
f = sin θ =
|q|BE (nT )

• Parameterise the effect using a boost on
this portion of the volume:

Fl (e+ ) = F (e+ )(1 − f + f Bl )

Bl = 5

But it’s not flat...

Bl = 7.5, α = 6o

Conclusions
• It’s not true that heliospheric effects only
matter below a few GeV

• Between a few GeV and a few TeV the

manner in which cosmic rays traverse the
solar system changes.

This is not charge symmetric.
•
• If it’s a heliospheric effect the PAMELA

result will go away in a couple of years.

• The signal should vary with the tilt of the
current sheet.

